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The aerial trooper set new records for speed and distance, as well as
stretched the capabilities of its navigation system ...
NASA’s Ingenuity Helicopter Soars 2,000 Feet Through Martian
Atmosphere in Its Ninth Successful Test Flight
From hot-air balloons floating over Paris to a dirigible crashing over
New Jersey, here are some of the biggest moments of aviation history.
History of Flight: From Breakthroughs to Disasters
Advertisement British billionaire Richard Branson on Sunday rocketed
more than 50 miles above the New Mexico desert aboard his Virgin
Galactic rocket plane and returned in the vehicle’s first fully ...
Richard Branson And Virgin Galactic Celebrate First Passenger Flight
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To Space
NASA's space shuttle took its last flight, but the Shuttle's controversies
stretches far beyond that. Two years removed from the Columbia
disaster, the June 2005 issue of Popular Mechanics ...
The Pros and Cons of NASA's Space Shuttle
The NTSB on Friday said major components of the airplane, including
both wings and tail, were located on the sea floor at depths between
360 to 420 feet.
NTSB releases photos of submerged aircraft that crashed into waters off
West Oahu
Wernher von Braun's crew built Saturn rockets here. Skylab, Hubble
and Chandra all had roots here. Now, Marshall Space Flight Center
tests rocket bodies for Artemis and engines for Blue Origin.
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center: A hub for historic and modernday rocket power
NASA's experimental Mars helicopter, Ingenuity, has now flown nine
times on the Red Planet, letting mission engineers test a host of
capabilities that could pave the way for more Martian choppers.
NASA's Mars helicopter Ingenuity sails through 9th flight on the Red
Planet
“It’s kind of the holy grail of the aerospace industry at the moment,
a lot of people are talking about it — autonomous vehicles ...
aerospace and architectural engineering firm Honeywell, which is ...
Vertical Aerospace eyes urban air mobility revolution
Just like JPL's motto of dare mighty things, the Ingenuity helicopter has
dared to fly higher, faster and farther than before on another planet.
Higher, farther, faster: In nerve-wracking flight, Ingenuity helicopter
sets new record on Mars
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Tier One Engineering, University of California Berkeley, US Air
Force's Agility Prime, Volocopter, VerdeGo Aero, Universal
Hydrogen, VoltAero, Vertical Flight Society, Wisk, and Xwing. Day 1
(July 20) ...
CAFE Foundation and Vertical Flight Society Announce Impressive
Program For Next Week's 15th Annual Electric Aircraft Symposium
After team members complete their training they then receive an
update on their Industrial Vehicle license for AMR ... By contrast, they
do not have to be degreed engineers as we are not asking the ...
The rise of the robot expert
AirCar, a dual-mode car-aircraft vehicle moved closer to production
this week, fulfilling a key development milestone in a 35-minute flight
from the international ... it is an outcome of excellent ...
First flight of a flying car (AirCar) between two international airports
Virgin Galactic founder Richard Branson and five other people flew to
the edge of space on the company’s SpaceShipTwo suborbital vehicle
July 11.
Branson flies to edge of space on SpaceShipTwo
Picture this: A delivery drone suffers some minor wing damage on its
flight. Should it land immediately ... Digital twins are an important part
of engineering, medicine, and urban planning, but in ...
Creating digital twins at scale
"This flight starts a new era of dual transportation vehicles. It opens a
new category of transportation and returns the freedom originally
attributed to cars back to the individual." said ...
AirCar's flying car completes first ever inter-city flight
Tyler oversaw the large team of engineers, technicians, and support
staff who provide the integrated launch, recovery, and pad operations
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for the Falcon 9 and Dragon vehicles, during which time ...
Virgin Orbit Selects New VP of Flight and Launch
Hexcel, a global leader in advanced composites technologies,
announces the successful maiden flight of a lightweight camera drone,
developed using Hexcel HexPly carbon fiber prepregs. The
composite ...
Hexcel Showcases Carbon Fiber Prepreg Capability for UAV
Applications With Sponsorship of Austrian University Camera Drone
Two Space Development Agency (SDA) prototype satellites are now
in orbit as a result of Peraton’s work to secure rideshare space on the
SpaceX Transporter-2 mission and performance of launch ...
Peraton Supports Successful Launch of Space Development Agency
Satellites on SpaceX Mission
BRATISLAVA, Slovakia, June 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- AirCar, a
dual-mode car-aircraft vehicle moved closer to production this week,
fulfilling a key development milestone in a 35-minute flight from ...
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